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BackgroundBackground


 

ResearchResearch


 
Acupuncture in management of hot Acupuncture in management of hot 
flushes & night sweats (HF&NS)flushes & night sweats (HF&NS)


 

Side effects of adjuvant hormonal Side effects of adjuvant hormonal 
treatments for early breast cancertreatments for early breast cancer


 

2 studies: 2 studies: 


 

Traditional AcupunctureTraditional Acupuncture


 

NADA protocolNADA protocol



Lynda Jackson Macmillan Centre Lynda Jackson Macmillan Centre 
(LJMC)(LJMC)


 

Cancer contextCancer context


 
National Health Service National Health Service 
(NHS)(NHS)


 

Simple to trainSimple to train


 

Simple to deliverSimple to deliver


 

NADA UK trains nonNADA UK trains non-- 
acupuncturistsacupuncturists


 

LJMC NADA service for LJMC NADA service for 
HF&NS (2005)HF&NS (2005)



Aims of this StudyAims of this Study


 

Explore how practitioners Explore how practitioners 
from different from different 
backgrounds viewed the backgrounds viewed the 
““NADA experienceNADA experience””


 

Explore practitionersExplore practitioners’’ 
views of evaluating the views of evaluating the 
NADA service deliveryNADA service delivery



Practitioners from 4 BackgroundsPractitioners from 4 Backgrounds



SemiSemi--structured interviewsstructured interviews


 

Prior acupuncture experience/knowledgePrior acupuncture experience/knowledge


 
NADA training and deliveryNADA training and delivery


 

Using the NADA protocol to treat HF&NS Using the NADA protocol to treat HF&NS 
in women with breast cancer within a in women with breast cancer within a 
research contextresearch context


 

Evaluating the effects of NADA treatmentEvaluating the effects of NADA treatment


 
How NADA fits with professional roleHow NADA fits with professional role



Range of ExperienceRange of Experience


 

3 had regular 3 had regular 
acupuncture treatmentacupuncture treatment


 

2 had strong background 2 had strong background 
in in ““qi paradigmqi paradigm””


 

Traditional acupuncturist, Traditional acupuncturist, 
shiatsu practitionershiatsu practitioner


 

1 1 ““knew a bit about yin knew a bit about yin 
and yangand yang””; had NADA ; had NADA 
treatment oncetreatment once



NADA TrainingNADA Training


 

Comments reflect challenge of taking on a Comments reflect challenge of taking on a 
new skill, but trainees felt well supported:new skill, but trainees felt well supported:


 

““the whole experience for me was really good the whole experience for me was really good 
although I was terrifiedalthough I was terrified””



 

““you just felt that you had people really with you just felt that you had people really with 
youyou……and not judging, you were free to make and not judging, you were free to make 
mistakesmistakes……at no time did you feel stupid, at no time did you feel stupid, 
although it would have been very easy to feel although it would have been very easy to feel 
stupidstupid””



Needling on NADA TrainingNeedling on NADA Training


 

Fears overcome by experience:Fears overcome by experience:


 

““it was like a leap of faith, the first time you put it was like a leap of faith, the first time you put 
a needle ina needle in””



 

““practising on each other was scary but it was practising on each other was scary but it was 
okay by the end of the weekendokay by the end of the weekend…”…”



 

““the first time I put a needle in somebody was the first time I put a needle in somebody was 
extraordinary because I found I wasnextraordinary because I found I wasn’’t scared t scared 
when I did itwhen I did it……the more I did it over that the more I did it over that 
weekend of training, the more I thought weekend of training, the more I thought ““II’’m m 
really going to enjoy thisreally going to enjoy this””



Point LocationPoint Location


 

Concerns over accuracy:Concerns over accuracy:


 

““doing the needles was frightening because doing the needles was frightening because 
therethere’’s that bit that thinks, is it going to be in s that bit that thinks, is it going to be in 
the right place? And if its not the right place it the right place? And if its not the right place it 
wonwon’’t have the same effectt have the same effect””



 

““what I was more nervous about was learning what I was more nervous about was learning 
the pointsthe points””



 

““although Ialthough I’’m used to giving injections and so m used to giving injections and so 
on, this is a bit more different and youon, this is a bit more different and you’’ve got ve got 
to make sure youto make sure you’’ve got the points rightve got the points right…”…”



Strength of LanguageStrength of Language


 

General comments:General comments:


 

““fearfear””


 

““scaryscary””


 

““terrorterror””, , ““I was terrifiedI was terrified”” ““there was that terrorthere was that terror””


 
Observed treatments:Observed treatments:


 

““I was really frightenedI was really frightened……nervousnervous……my heart my heart 
was poundingwas pounding””



 

““youyou’’re very nervous and your hands start to re very nervous and your hands start to 
shake a bitshake a bit””



Into the Clinic Into the Clinic –– First TreatmentsFirst Treatments


 

Practitioners very experienced with patient Practitioners very experienced with patient 
management, but still feel apprehensive:management, but still feel apprehensive:


 

““II’’m going to do it wrong, Im going to do it wrong, I’’m going to drop the m going to drop the 
needles, Ineedles, I’’m going to put them in too far, itm going to put them in too far, it’’s going to s going to 
be the wrong place, so there are still all those fearsbe the wrong place, so there are still all those fears””



 

““I lost a needle, which was in that first groupI lost a needle, which was in that first group……and it and it 
was a woman who was a really difficult personwas a woman who was a really difficult person……My My 
feeling about all of that was that I just should not do feeling about all of that was that I just should not do 
itit……It just knocked my selfIt just knocked my self--confidence completely.confidence completely.””





Fit with RoleFit with Role


 

All practitioners felt the NADA protocol All practitioners felt the NADA protocol 
expanded their role and capabilities:expanded their role and capabilities:


 

““Its another string to my bow, another tool I Its another string to my bow, another tool I 
can use to benefit my patientscan use to benefit my patients……ItIt’’s a privilege s a privilege 
to be able to offer this to themto be able to offer this to them…”…”



 

“…“…being able to practice other therapies as being able to practice other therapies as 
well, you can relate the points as well. In well, you can relate the points as well. In 
reflexology you can work on the ear as well, reflexology you can work on the ear as well, 
so itso it’’s very interesting to see how it all relates s very interesting to see how it all relates 
to each other.to each other.””



Fit with RoleFit with Role


 
But there were some limitations:But there were some limitations:


 

““Initially I found it very restrictiveInitially I found it very restrictive……I can remember I can remember 
being very distressed by my first patient on the NADA being very distressed by my first patient on the NADA 
studystudy……She was very distressedShe was very distressed……and I just thought and I just thought 
““therethere’’s so much I could for for this woman if I could s so much I could for for this woman if I could 
just have the rangejust have the range……available to a traditional available to a traditional 
acupuncturistacupuncturist”…”…I thought I couldnI thought I couldn’’t help these women t help these women 
as much as I could do if I was practising traditional as much as I could do if I was practising traditional 
acupuncture.  But the whole process was very acupuncture.  But the whole process was very 
interesting for me, to see what could happen if you interesting for me, to see what could happen if you 
just used the NADA protocol. And the results are that just used the NADA protocol. And the results are that 
it seems to have made some difference to them.  So I it seems to have made some difference to them.  So I 
just had to be letting go and allowing that to happen.  just had to be letting go and allowing that to happen.  
It was very interesting.It was very interesting.



ConclusionsConclusions


 

Small studySmall study


 
Provides some insight into the challenges Provides some insight into the challenges 
of taking on NADA skillsof taking on NADA skills


 

Training is supportiveTraining is supportive


 
Need for supervision: Need for supervision: 


 

In addition to annual reassessmentIn addition to annual reassessment


 

To support new practitioners especially in To support new practitioners especially in 
early stagesearly stages



Is this your experience?Is this your experience?
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